Why should archaeology matter to the History of Science? Historians of science have long
considered the histories of archaeology and antiquarianism beyond their purview, even as
archaeologists have consistently claimed their work to be part of the natural sciences.1 As
Margarita Díaz-Andreu wrote, “historians of science (whether philosophers, epistemologists,
historians of science, or sociologists of science) have been stubbornly reluctant to deal with
archaeology in favour of other disciplines such as geology and medicine”.2 The history of
archaeology has been—and often continues to be—a strictly disciplinary endeavour.3
Yet what is striking is the instability and diversity of archaeology, in addition to its
global success as a phenomenon well beyond what is usually called a discipline. Doubtless
thanks to Foucault, the category “archaeology” now appears everywhere: history and
literature, philosophy and law.4 And the word’s resonance in terms of the history of science is
clear. For instance, beyond archaeology’s long connection to the natural sciences, in the
nineteenth century the promoters of the nascent social sciences saw the practice as
constituting a method that mirrored the role of statistics.5 That this claim was made might
seem remarkable, but only goes to demonstrate that the archaeological phenomenon deserves
more scholarly attention than it has so far received.
As the articles in this special issue demonstrate, disassembling archaeology and
examining its practices and procedures, appropriations and circulations, we find a complex
domain of intellectual and practical knowledge that helps us to reassemble the ways in which
we think about science, modernity and the world.6 In order to aid this reassembly, this essay
discusses issues in the history of archaeology in order to help historians of science reprioritize
their understandings of the discipline, its past and the pasts that it helps to create. The history
of archaeology matters. Yet in order to clarify the ways in which it matters, this essay
reframes the manner in which we think about the history of the discipline, emphasising the
resonances between the history of archaeology and the history of science and questioning the
boundaries that currently exist between the two fields.

Archaeology, Antiquarianism and Science
Addressing the interpretation of mounds in France in the 1810 Mémoires de l’Académie
celtique, Jacques-Antoine Dulaure alerted his colleagues against viewing such entities as selfevidently cultural, emphasising instead a methodology of cautious empirical observation:

Zeal for Celtic antiquities must not blind us to the origin of similar

stones. Let us not assign to art productions of Nature; let us distrust what
we want to believe; let's enthusiastically observe, describe and then
gradually come to conclusions. When our findings suggest some
uncertainty, let us express our doubts and give those findings time
before they become reality. These ideas are suggested by the stone that I
have just described. I dare not say that it is a monument of the ancient
religion of the Celts, nor that its position is only the effect of the
revolutions suffered by our globe.7

In The Discovery of the Past, Alain Schnapp demonstrated that the specification of
archaeological practices relied not only on making use of the philological disciplines, but also
on making use of the methodologies of the natural sciences. At its heart, the specification of
the archaeological approach involved deciding whether to differentiate the archaeology of
natural history in its material dimensions.8 Claiming to be a natural science, archaeology—as
Dulaure’s intervention emphasizes—was instrumental in securing new regimes of proof,
evidence and certainty, and re-scaling the past through the use of instruments and measures.
Antiquarianism therefore became a science of objects and monuments: archaeology. As
Schnapp wrote, “the [eighteenth-century antiquarian] Comte de Caylus proposed to replace
the philological model with an experimental one, in contrast to the classical description and
interpretation, and to turn the antiquity into a kind of physicist of the past”.9
Yet this process was not without contention, and tension between disciplines and
regimes of scientificity remains important in archaeology. Perhaps more than any other issue,
then, this tension emphasizes the interest that the history of archaeology should hold for
historians of science. Most notoriously, in the last fifty years, theoretical issues raised by the
so-called New Archaeology and post-modernist, ‘post-processual’ approaches to
archaeological work have had this tension at their heart.10 But such tension was also present
within archaeological work before the discipline’s explicit and rather self-conscious
relationship with theorising began. In 1954, for example, the British archaeologist Mortimer
Wheeler pronounced that “there is to-day a genuine risk of a new severance between
humanism and science in [understanding the past] ... just at the time when a closer integration
of the two is feasible and necessary”.11 How has such tension manifested itself, and why?
In order to answer these questions, we must reflect further on the historical specificity
of the relationship between archaeological and antiquarian knowledge, bearing in mind
archaeologists’ tendency to use antiquarianism as a straw man with which to compare their

own claims to rational, scientific status.12 How did scientific/scientistic archaeological
knowledge start to form, why, and what was the connection of this process to the forms of
antiquarian scholarship from which archaeology developed? Before the involvement of the
natural sciences, practices connected to the investigation of the past had long constituted a
regime of knowledge based upon philology and commentary; a regime that considered the
past primarily as a text referring to ancient sources. From the Renaissance onwards, medieval
charters became the main basis of a dramatic revision of the narrative of the past as
antiquarians entered into a long process of negotiating and validating historical statements.13
In recent years, the discovery that documents constituted a site of knowledge has both
energized cultural history and history of science, whose practitioners have considered the
importance of ‘inscriptions’ as crucial steps in the production of epistemological truths.14
Clarifying the negotiated process through which this epistemological production took place
can help us to understand the scientific tensions present within the history of the
archaeological discipline.
Unfortunately, the history of antiquarianism remains an overwhelmingly European
narrative, despite recent moves to make it less so.15 Yet even within these limited (if
expanding) boundaries, antiquarian discoveries were only accepted after several acts had
taken place whose parameters offer strong potential for the use of modes of analysis from the
history of science. The first act involved submitting those discoveries to the criticism of the
scholarly community. The second involved the settlement of controversies related to history,
especially concerning the use of oral accounts and the validity of ancient traditions. To
resolve these controversies and persuade their scholarly peers, early modern antiquarians first
relied on comparative philology and then drew on non-textual traces in the form of
numismatic and artefactual evidence. Such scholars then started to prefer physical traces to
translations of ancient texts and began re-examining ancient ruins. For example, the French
lawyer Henri Sauval’s major innovation lay in his discussion of “archaeological
discoveries”.16 Digging became a new learned practice, and the ways in which it did so are
amenable to the history of science’s analytical tools. Meanwhile, another potential area of
research is the ‘visual turn’ which emerged at the beginning of the eighteenth century and
which made drawing a tool used to record and compare monuments and objects. The
foundation was laid for graphic representations to become the basis of archaeological
practices; significant amounts of material exist for investigation as part of the history of
scientific representation.17

The accumulation of field data, cartography and archives constituted archaeology as a
new intellectual and analytical domain, and the resonances of this development with issues in
the history of science are clear. Whilst not all dealing with the relationship between
archaeology and antiquarianism, the essays in this special issue reflect on historical moments
when the archaeological domain has come into being or been re-constituted in order to
demonstrate the ways in which this process can resonate with this wider analytical frame. For
instance, Stéphane Van Damme’s article addresses an episode in which the development of
the category of the archaeological object was involved in the (re-) ordering of the Parisian
past at multiple scales, and William Carruthers discusses a moment in the mid-twentieth
century when the traditional tenets of archaeological practice in Egypt suddenly had to be
rearranged. Additionally, Melania Savino focuses on visual media in order to illustrate the
historical contingency of archaeological objects in Turkey. Christina Riggs, meanwhile,
discusses how one of the modes through which archaeologists came to register the past is
telling of the historical contingency of archaeological field labour. Riggs uses one particular
form of scientific representation located within the archaeological archive (the photograph) to
illustrate how a facet of the history of archaeological field work might be discovered and
reassembled. Yet there are other facets of the field that might be reassembled, too.

Archaeological Field Notes: (Dis)order and Scale, People and Place

Recapping the (pre-)history of archaeology, it has been difficult not to paint a picture of
order: of an intellectual and practical domain ultimately becoming secure within its
boundaries. Yet, following Philippe Boissinot, this special issue discusses archaeology as a
phenomenon that, across the various scales with which it is associated, does not always
operate with the solidity and order that its connection to the terms ‘domain’ or ‘regime’ might
suggest. Boissinot considers that archaeologists are always in search of past intention and
rationality. They are consequently threatened by the problem of ‘archaeological emptiness’
(vide archéologique) that occurs when intention and rationality cannot be located or
constituted by their work.18 Boissinot’s supposition provides an extremely valuable analytical
tool regarding the history of archaeology, especially when considering certain literature in the
history of science.
Placing the history of archaeology within the framework of this literature illustrates
how the history of fieldwork in the archaeological ‘domain’ in fact contributes to larger
discussions about place and scale. Questions relating to the field have taken on a certain—

although not expansive—importance within the history of science. What, if anything, makes
scientific fieldwork different from scientific work elsewhere, and what place-making
practices does fieldwork generate? How, too, can work undertaken in the field be mobilized
to work in other places and at other scales?19 Responding to such questions by using the
example of field biology, Robert Kohler discussed the notion of hybrid ‘border practices’
designed to make field scientific work compelling to laboratory practitioners. Yet Kohler also
made clear the frustrating field experiences that led to this hybridity coming into being. 20 The
notion of ‘archaeological emptiness’ suggests that not only field biologists have experienced
such frustration.
From the moment of commencing excavation (if not before), archaeologists are
concerned with formulating proof and evidence and managing its movement across scales:
not only from site to institution (government antiquities department, university or museum),
but also to published literature and in terms of that evidence’s applicability to various (local,
national, international) scales of explanation. In the history of archaeology, though, it is clear
that during the act of excavation much frustration has also occurred. During excavation, a
constant, low-level state of archaeological emptiness is generated that points to a way in
which the field experience in archaeology can add depth and nuance to other understandings
of scientific fieldwork.
For example—anticipating the discussion of archaeology, empire and circulation
below—thinking about tensions related to labour and archaeological excavation provides one
way of making such archaeological emptiness productive to wider discussions about the field.
Excavations in countries, like Egypt, at the heart of imperial and colonial history have often
(although not always) been dependent on hiring local workers to carry out the actual work of
digging: men, women and children whose livelihoods are supplemented by the wages that
foreign archaeological missions in particular provide. Historical research has started to
demonstrate that these hired labourers not only possessed significant archaeological skill
(perhaps more so than the foreigners who took charge of them), but also that they could
easily disrupt the excavation work being carried out.21 How has reliance on field labourers
constituted archaeological evidence and the ways it can move across various scales? And
how does this history differ from, say, the use of field assistants and informants in the history
of anthropology or the use of technicians in laboratory science?
Accessing material related to archaeological field labour can provide answers to such
questions, indicating the potential of the history of archaeology to inform wider discussions
about the role of collective labour in the history of science. In this special issue, for instance,

Christina Riggs addresses the labourers captured in photographs of the excavation of the
tomb of Tutankhamun during the 1920s. Riggs uses these photographs and their story to think
about the discursive act of representing these labourers at work in the field: an act that
contributed to archaeology’s self-representation as a scientific practice, but also an operation
that reveals in stark outline the collective, asymmetrical nature of colonial archaeological
field practice. By demonstrating this link, Riggs adds to our understanding of the ways in
which the ability to assert archaeology’s (often heroic, and often male) scientific authority
beyond the field site has rested upon the authority to control the place and identity of the
workers and assistants within it. Steven Shapin’s “The Invisible Technician” made clear that
scientific work involved more than lone practitioners, and in fact was dependent upon an
entire cast of characters whose work was relegated to the background.22 But as Riggs’ article
makes clear, representational practices in colonial archaeology constituted an act with the
same intention to relegate, yet also an act which ironically resulted in making relegated
workers visible.
The history of archaeological fieldwork, meanwhile, also throws up issues relating to
the intersection between materiality and the movement of proof across scales. How have
archaeologists depicted material evidence in order that it might transcend the scale of the
field and how, if at all, do issues related to the materiality of archaeological work make these
efforts differ from the act of representing laboratory practice? Archaeological emptiness
might well be considered a side-effect of the problems of dealing with such materiality. Few
detailed discussions of archaeological field practice exist, but those accounts that do exist
highlight the field’s contingency, complexity and anxiety. Work at the site of Çatalhöyük in
Turkey, for instance, has explicitly addressed such issues from the moment that it restarted in
the early 1990s.23 Returning to Tutankhamun, meanwhile, Elliott Colla’s discussion of the
excavation of the pharaoh’s tomb makes clear the care taken to overcome the material
contingency of the artefacts found there through their registration as property of the
(nominally) independent Egyptian state and not their British excavator and his sponsor.
Scaled up to the level of Egypt’s borders, the tomb’s artefacts could not be removed from the
country, erasing the otherwise troublesome identity of the recovered objects.24
In this special issue, William Carruthers expands on such research through a detailed
account of work at an archaeological site whose material contingencies placed issues of scale
and authority centre stage; an account which dovetails with the issues of field labour
discussed by Riggs. At the site of Mit Rahina, an Egyptian-American team led by the
University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania struggled to excavate an ancient city.

Quite literally bogged down in excavation trenches, the team’s leadership began to lose
control of their workforce, calling into question the self-appointed, Cold Warrior-style
expertise supposedly provided by the University Museum participants. A representation of an
archaeological section at the site constituted an attempt to overcome this issue: the method
used to make the representation apparently placed the site on a global, comparative scale in
order to nullify local problems. Yet these problems could not be overcome and the
representation failed in its purpose. In the archaeological field, issues of material and proof,
authority and scale constituted significant concern. This special issue suggests the need for
further investigation of these intersections and the issues of power and epistemology that they
raise.

Publicizing Archaeology: From Professionalization to Public Concerns
As this essay’s discussion of life in the field makes clear, the renewal of epistemological
questions relating to the making of archaeological knowledge must also intersect with a
renewal of the social history of archaeology, not least in an examination of questions relating
to the tension between professionalization of the discipline and the constitution of public
concern relating to it. Despite much received opinion, neither archaeological
professionalization nor the emergence of the archaeological past and/or heritage as a public
concern were spontaneous events. Instead, as recent literature has started to demonstrate,
these undertakings involved a slow, tense and ongoing process of social negotiation ripe for
further investigation.25 Even as a culture of amateur practice remained strong within
archaeology, this process related to the creation of administrative apparatuses that constituted
not only the national past, but also the professionals who could speak for and carry out work
related to it.26 Complicating our understanding of the place and social characteristics of the
archaeological field, this process was also tied to various other issues: urbanism,
transnationalism, class and gender all feature, highlighting the place of the history of
archaeology at the centre of issues of interest to the history of science.
For example, in Britain, twentieth-century figures like Mortimer Wheeler, O.G.S.
Crawford and Kathleen Kenyon are often credited with furthering the professionalization of
archaeological work.27 Yet this process—and others like it—had been occurring for a
significantly longer period. For example, the foundation of the journal Archaeologia (1770),
published bi-annually by the Society of Antiquaries of London, or the regular presence of
articles in publications like the Gentleman's Magazine stimulated the emergence of a

(gentlemanly) archaeological journalism and provided a forum to alert the educated public
about it.28 Moreover, Archaeologia enabled the Society of Antiquaries to develop its links
with foreign learned societies through the exchange of volumes. And the production of the
journal also contributed to the recognition of London society as a metropolitan centre of
antique knowledge in the eyes of provincial scholars such as John Whitaker of Manchester or
historian John Watson of Halifax.29 Between 1770 and 1820, the eighteen volumes of
Archaeologia demonstrate a complete reversal in terms of what constituted acceptable
evidence about the past: a move away from the Roman period to the English medieval era,
and an interest in archaeological artefacts rather than manuscripts.30 Yet the number of people
involved in this change illustrates just how permeable disciplinary boundaries were: scholars,
engineers working on municipal projects, architects and a wide range of amateurs and
collectors all contributed to Archaeologia’s reorientation of what the past constituted. The
parameters of this permeability call out for investigation.
Meanwhile, such processes started to take on a distinctly national character, and the
issues of authority which they generated themselves hint at the need for further research into
the histories surrounding them. Again taking the British example, the first congress of the
British Archaeological Society was held in Canterbury in 1844, accompanying the rise of
historical scientific societies at national level including the Numismatic Society (1836), the
Historical Society of Science (1840), the Royal Historical Society (1868), the Society for
Biblical Archaeology (1870), the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (1877), the
Folklore Society (1878) and the Egypt Exploration Fund (1882). Londoners constituted a
large proportion of the memberships of these societies: in 1845 at the Archaeological
Institute, they represented 26% of members, and at the British Archaeological Society they
constituted 25%.31 Ultimately, this rise in national professional societies led to universitybased historians supplanting gentlemanly antiquarians. Simultaneously, archaeological
museums were opened and the press mobilized urban public space through issues related to
preserving ancient remains recovered within it.32 Yet even then this process was gradual:
despite the accession of W.M.F. Petrie to the new Edwards Professorship of Egyptology at
University College of the University of London in 1892, the knowingly professional Journal
of Egyptian Archaeology only began publication in 1914.33 How and why did such processes
of national, urban professionalization solidify, and what types of authority did they generate
by doing so?
This question also relates to the circulation of knowledge. For example, in 1898, the
new Commission of Old Paris sent major western cities an extensive questionnaire in order to

understand their public policy relating to the past. Aachen, Amsterdam, Athens, Berlin,
Brussels, Cologne, Dresden, Florence, Frankfurt am Main, Genoa, Glasgow, Liverpool,
Milan, Moscow, Munich, Odessa, Palermo, Valencia and Warsaw all sent replies, and such
enquiries about the management of the urban past helped to establish new, urban institutions
of modernity like the town-as-museum on a national and transnational basis.34 Yet this
process was not without its struggles. Tension grew as individuals who saw themselves as
having a stake in the past found themselves excluded from the new professional cadres.
Indeed, the tension between modernity and antiquity, professionalization and amateurism
became particularly acute as authoritarian regimes developed in Europe during the first half
of the twentieth century. In Italy, for instance, a vision of fascist modernity was generated
from the ideals of discipline, virtue and order that Italian archaeologists projected onto the
ancient Roman past: the concept of romanità was manipulated to reinforce the fear of
modernity as a blind force of change.35 Yet Italian national culture relating to the past has
always been shaped at the margins of society, too: tombaroli (illicit diggers; sing. tombarolo)
have been consistently condemned for conducting clandestine excavations, but have also
always expressed their own ideas about the meaning and value of the objects that they
excavate.36 How do we understand the relationship between transnational circulation, national
pasts and dispossessed local populations?
This question has ramifications beyond Europe. In the well-known case of Egypt,
imperial competition between Britain and France resulted in an Egyptian Antiquities Service
whose tenets possessed legislative presence in the Entente Cordiale: run by a French director,
the institution’s upper-level staff was comprised of French and British men, whilst Egyptians
were confined to lower ranks. Despite growing Egyptian attempts to gain a larger role in
managing and teaching the national past, it was only after the overthrow of King Faruq
during the Free Officers’ coup of 1952 that an Egyptian, Mustafa Amer, would take charge of
antiquities administration in the country.37 In his paper in this special issue, William
Carruthers discusses the aftermath of these events in terms of the new practices that they
engendered. In her paper, meanwhile, Melania Savino discusses a comparative case: the
changing use of photography at archaeological sites in Kemalist Turkey. Generating positive
depictions of the relationship between archaeologists and their public, photography here
constituted a scientific tool imbued with social intention. What engendered this situation, and
why? Savino’s article provides original answers. Yet Savino’s work also hints at the need to
provide such answers whilst taking into account a global historical perspective.

Archaeology's Empires: Transnational Circulation, Knowledge and the Continued
Relevance of Scale

Much as in the history of anthropology, the sort of Colonial (and other) Situations discussed
above often embodied attempts to overcome tensions between archaeological professionals
and their local publics.38 For instance, Indra Sengupta has discussed the difficulties that
colonial officials in India experienced when trying to implement practices related to the
country’s 1904 Ancient Monument Preservation Act. Using a handbook developed to allow
the implementation of the Act’s guidelines (itself not dissimilar to a number of other
handbooks circulating in Britain and Europe), officials of India’s Department of Archaeology
struggled when dealing with religious monuments: Sengupta gives the example of the
Jagannath temple at Puri, whose boundaries were indivisible from the space and communities
surrounding it. Ultimately, officials were unable to fence off a pillar located within the temple
due to the combined force of the institution’s management and the wider sentiment of the
local community.39 The (imperial, transnational) bounding of the past intersected with local
realities.
Yet understanding such interactions further will involve overcoming a deep-set
narrative connected to the history of archaeology. Despite the clear and complex
transnational characteristics of archaeological events such as that occurring at Puri, since
Bruce Trigger published his well-known article “Alternative Archaeologies: Nationalist,
Colonialist, Imperialist”, we have habitually associated a ‘global’ or ‘world’ history of
archaeology with reflection on the relationship between bounded categories of nationalism,
colonialism and imperialism. By constituting a historical typology of archaeology, Trigger
inadvertently constituted a structure that (still) defines the way we think about archaeology’s
presence around the world.40 In many instances, though, the categories connected to this
structure are too broad and too blunt to be of significant analytical use beyond the jolt
provided by their initial application. For instance, in her compendious World History of
Nineteenth-Century Archaeology, Margarita Díaz-Andreu uses “informal imperialism” as a
category with which to think through the intersection between archaeology and imperial and
colonial expansion across the globe.41 Yet it is clear that this relationship functioned
differently in each of the places she discusses: the nineteenth-century Ottoman Empire, for
instance, was neither nineteenth-century Japan nor nineteenth-century China, and we cannot
therefore explain this intersection using one, overly broad category. Much as discussions of
orientalism have moved beyond Edward Said’s initial broad polemic to a more nuanced

understanding of the history of orientalist practices, so discussions of the history of
archaeology (themselves overlapping with the history of orientalism) need to move beyond
overly broad understanding too.42
This call for nuance is, then, a call to follow wider work in the history of science in
order not only to understand better the various scales and categories of analysis that resonate
with the history of (imperial and other sorts of) archaeology, but also to understand the way
that knowledge about the past circulated between them. As Secord noted, knowledge operates
“in transit”.43 We need to investigate the processes and procedures of this transit in order to
understand how the different scales of archaeology have worked and come together. What
and who allows knowledge to move between such scales, and why? How, as Sivasundaram
has discussed in a different context, can we think about such questions of scale in order to
decentre narratives of ‘imperial’ archaeology that in fact reify bounded notions of western
and national(ist) science?44
Answering this last question is particularly vital, since so many of the accounts of
archaeology in the ages of imperialism, colonialism and beyond focus on and help to
reproduce a narrative in which western excavating missions ‘encounter’ nationalist
contention, and never the twain shall meet.45 To some extent, these accounts result from a
particular, somewhat positivist reading of the most readily accessible archival material; a
reading also conditioned by its production in the Euro-American academy. Scholars, limited
by issues of language, have written histories focusing on western archaeological archives, the
inevitably bounded accounts of imperial and colonial encounter found within them and, also,
the gendered male narratives that the names attached to archaeological publications from the
era seem to present (despite the consistent presence of, and work in, the colonial field of
wives and women ‘assistants’ like Hilda Petrie).46 Yet even this archival material should
allow historians to produce more complex accounts of the circulation of knowledge if it is
used creatively and with a critical focus on the production of the archive itself. Moreover, it is
becoming abundantly clear that material—‘archival’ or otherwise—held outside of the
western sphere can be used to create new, complex and multi-scalar historical narratives.
Thinking about the postcolonial, multilateral age, when organisations like UNESCO not only
constitute ‘world’ heritage through operation at a variety of scales, but have also enjoyed a
significant amount of relevance in decolonising countries, interest in creating such narratives
should be high.47
Indra Sengupta’s account of the multiple scales in operation at the Puri Jagannath
temple provides one example of the sort of work that we argue histories of archaeology

should now focus on. But all the articles in this special issue also rethink matters of scale and
the circulation of knowledge in some way. By concentrating on the field, both Christina
Riggs and William Carruthers illustrate that the creation of colonial and post-colonial
knowledge at scales beyond the local was dependent on both the control of labour and also
the control of the materiality of excavation itself. Meanwhile, as discussed in more detail
below, Melania Savino shows how the arrangement of archaeological objects at the scale of
the museum display case served to build identity at the level of the early, post-Ottoman
Turkish republic. Finally, Stéphane Van Damme shows how even the changing ways of
studying one ancient object in particular enabled archaeology to become a discipline relevant
to, and circulating between, several different scales at once. No longer does the history of
archaeology need to be either “Nationalist, Colonialist, [or] Imperialist”, and nor should it be.

Visualizing or Materializing the Past? Museums, Collections and Archaeological
Objects

How have the histories of museums and collections aligned with the history of archaeology?
How have collectors and curators used the visual and material technologies available to them
to construct understandings of what the past is? Addressing these questions will not only
allow us to complicate the institutional history of the museum in general, but will also help us
to align the history of archaeology with the history of scientific visualisation.48 Moreover, the
study of the lives and careers of archaeological objects that addressing such questions allows
connects productively to recent reflections on materiality in the history of science and
knowledge production more generally.49 There is, of course, nothing original about aligning
the history of archaeology with discussions of museums and their place in the history of
science. Yet archaeology has sometimes seemed to take second place to discussions of
natural history and anthropology as scholars have sought to understand the role of the
museum as a ‘total’, knowledge-producing institution. Simultaneously, work in museum
studies has drawn attention to just how complex the development of these institutions has
been. This work has also helped to constitute the methodological and theoretical grounds that
can help us to understand the intersection of the histories of archaeology and museums
better.50
For instance, despite the strong connection of historical/archaeological museums to
narratives of urban and national history—think only of the (pre-) history of the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo or the National Museum of Iraq in Baghdad—scholarship has shown that

municipalities and nation-states did not find it self-evident that they should institute or be
connected to museums.51 In Britain, for example, the nineteenth-century archaeologist
Charles Roach Smith criticized the Corporation of London for failing to implement a true
archaeological museum of the city.52 How can we think through such controversies with
reference to the wider museum literature? Meanwhile, practices in one sort of museum could
help to shape and reshape practices in other sorts of museum whose identity might now seem
far removed from such lineages. In France, Dominique Poulot has shown that the invention of
city museums helped to reshape the local identity of national and provincial museums during
the nineteenth century.53 How, if at all, did this process of knowledge production intersect
with the history of archaeology?
The answers to such questions align with the issues of visualisation and materiality
noted earlier. Creating the various levels (municipal, university, national) of archaeological
museum that now exist relied on the use of new techniques of display to build a narrative:
models and dioramas were as essential to the stories museums attempted to tell as the objects
they collected, the cases and cabinets that museums held those objects within and the way
that curators displayed their collections.54 Also essential to these museum narratives was the
material connection these institutions possessed with the field: sponsoring archaeological
expeditions or acquiring objects from archaeological fieldwork conducted by others
constituted a means of building a museum collection and claiming to hold authoritative,
material knowledge about it.55 How did this relationship between museum and field play out,
and who were the agents helping to construct it? Much of the knowledge-generating work
done in museums has disappeared from view. To take just one example of many, as in the
case of Shapin’s invisible technicians (and as, also, in the case of the fossil preparators
discussed elsewhere by Caitlin Wylie), the skilful yet undervalued museum assistants who
did much of this work do not necessarily exist in institutional or disciplinary narratives.
Additionally (and as ever), many of these ‘lost’ actors, like Petrie’s protégé Margaret Murray,
were women.56 Can we find them again? Skilful archival work may help but, as in the case of
the discussion above, critical thinking about ‘the archive’ and its categories may also be
necessary to achieve this goal.
Work in this special issue goes some way towards thinking through the archaeological
museum archive and its possibilities. Melania Savino discusses the display of ancient
artefacts in the Izmir Museum in what is now Turkey. Using the institution’s archive, Savino
illustrates how objects from local excavations were categorized and arranged in order to
complement the founding of the new Turkish republic; after the end of the Ottoman Empire,

Izmir was part of the land fought over by combatants in the (1919–1922) Graeco-Turkish
War. Despite—or, more likely, because of—Greek interest in the ancient past of the nowTurkish Izmir region, the artefacts that had been recovered there were arranged in order to
present the Turkish republic as the rightful inheritor and administrator of the various past
identities that others claimed these objects to represent. In the case of Izmir, then, museum
display took on a nationalist characteristic as a result of political expediency. Yet it is
interesting to note that the Izmir Museum’s curator, Aziz Ogan, enjoyed cordial relations
with foreign archaeologists digging in the region whose interests in excavating there were
connected far more with searching for the classical past. Savino’s paper prompts further
questions about what the relationship between nationalist museum display and archaeological
excavation has been.
Meanwhile, Stéphane Van Damme details how the collection, display and
interpretation of the so-called Pillar of the Boatmen (the Pilier des Nautes) illustrates how the
biography of this particular thing can be used to demonstrate the salience of the notion of the
‘boundary object’ to the issues discussed above.57 The Pillar embodied the complex
relationships between the national, Parisian and archaeological pasts as they emerged as
objects of study in nineteenth-century France. As a result—and perhaps not so dissimilar
from the case of the Izmir Museum discussed by Savino—the Pillar of the Boatmen acted as
a boundary object: a thing upon which the diverse interests gathered around the French past
could attach as they worked out that past’s parameters. What other boundary objects exist
that can help to illustrate the various ways in which the historical trajectories of collecting
and the museum have developed? The articles in this special issue prompt further research
directed towards answering this question.
Object Conclusions: Ethics and ‘the History of Archaeology’

A final point. As this essay makes clear, archaeological objects and practices related to them
raise a number of ethical questions, not least relating to the intersection of archaeology with
the (multiple scales and forms of) imperialism.58 Archaeological objects are charged with a
moral dimension. They represent something other than themselves, and are tied to issues of
territoriality and loss, preservation and destruction, memory and mourning. Unsurprisingly,
legal, ethical and emotional debates rage around how museums and governments should deal
with collections of archaeological objects whose provenances are often, at best, opaque.59
Complicating this contention is the issue of the human remains also held by certain

institutions, in addition to the past treatment of the human bodies used to dig these and other
‘archaeological’ objects up; treatment which intersects with issues of gender, race and class.60
As a result of these intersections and in the wake of the universalism of environmental
history, archaeological objects have helped to create a civic community with an active
interest in them, part of the “commons” that constitutes society.61 Where does the history of
science stand in relation to this community? What can—or should—historians of science
offer that might contribute to the contentious debates with which this community is engaged?
The answer to these questions lies in the discussions throughout this essay. The
history of science can offer an oblique and novel perspective on the ways in which
archaeological objects and the archaeological past have been formed. If we read ‘against the
grain’ and between the lines of well-worn narratives relating to these objects, their archives
and the forms of archaeological evidence that they have helped to create, we can write new
and critical histories relating to the constitution of the archaeological domain and the
communities that have gathered around it. These histories will allow us to interrogate the
self-evident, unquestioned qualities of archaeological objects and the pasts and social forms
that they have come to represent. And we can therefore productively highlight the ethical
tensions that the making of the archaeological domain has generated.
In this special issue, for instance, Christina Riggs’ article reads against the (archival)
grain to highlight the tensions and power imbalances surrounding not only the excavation of
the tomb of Tutankhamun, but also colonial archaeological practice more generally.
Meanwhile, Melania Savino’s paper highlights the imbalances surrounding the museum
practice of the new Turkish republic, and William Carruthers’ piece discusses the tensions
and imbalances surrounding the constitution of archaeological evidence and EgyptianAmerican collaboration in the period of Egyptian decolonisation and the Cold War. Only
with such tensions and imbalances revealed can we start to understand and grapple with the
boundary objects which developed (as Carruthers’ paper discusses) in an attempt to overcome
them. This point relates not only to obviously geopolitical examples. As Stéphane Van
Damme’s paper highlights, such tensions are visible in other contexts, too. Making these
tensions clear through an oblique but symmetrical reading, the history of science allows us
the space to discuss the moral judgments and categories of evidence that have developed in
relation to them. Who makes these judgments and constitutes these categories, why do they
do so, and what have been the results?
Thinking through the history of archaeology with the history of science enables us to
draw new conclusions. The dramatic extension of the archaeological domain no longer needs

to be explained by discussing the epistemological boundaries of modern fields of
philosophical knowledge. Indeed, we no longer need to—and perhaps even should not—think
about ‘the history of archaeology’ as a category at all; to do so is to lend that domain more
power and cohesion than it holds, as Boissinot’s concept of archaeological emptiness
emphasizes. Instead, the expansion of the archaeological domain is better explained due to
the differentiation, partitioning and blurring of modern epistemological distinctions. Issues of
disciplinarity, professionalization and scale are not unassailable objects, and neither are the
institutions or archives that produce them. Indeed, the tensions that appear in connection to
archaeology’s blurring of modern epistemological distinctions and the boundary objects that
developed in an attempt to overcome these concerns are as ripe for investigation as the
articles we have compiled here illustrate. This special issue, in addition to the analytical
themes that we have developed in relation to the articles within it, is an attempt to make that
investigation happen.
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